The visual system has been suggested to integrate different views of an object in motion. We investigated differences in the way moving and static objects are represented by testing for priming effects to previously seen ("known") and novel object views. We showed priming effects for moving objects across image changes (e.g., mirror reversals, changes in size, and changes in polarity) but not over temporal delays. The opposite pattern of results was observed for objects presented statically; that is, static objects were primed over temporal delays but not across image changes. These results suggest that representations for moving objects are: (1) updated continuously across image changes, whereas static object representations generalize only across similar images, and (2) more short-lived than static object representations. These results suggest two distinct representational mechanisms: a static object mechanism rather spatially refined and permanent, possibly suited for visual recognition, and a motion-based object mechanism more temporary and less spatially refined, possibly suited for visual guidance of motor actions.
Interacting in our natural environments entails perceiving objects moving continuously either because we move or the objects in our environment move. As a result, the images of objects that fall on our retinas vary over time in properties, such as the object's position, orientation, or size. Recognition of objects across these image changes has been extensively studied when the objects are presented statically (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993; Cooper, Biederman, & Please address all correspondenc e to Z. Kourtzi, Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Spemannstrass e 38, 72076 Tuebingen, Germany. Email: zoe.kourtzi@tuebingen.mpg.d e
We would like to thank Shimon Ullman, Steven Yantis, and Tim McNamara for useful comments and discussions . We also thank Anne Grossetete for research assistance with the experiments. generalization effect. However, when the same prime views were linked by apparent motion, priming was observed for novel views falling within (interpolation effect) but not outside (suppression effect) the object's motion path even for large rotation angles from the "known" prime views. These results suggest that the visual system may take advantage of the object's motion and link different views of an object even across large rotation changes. As a result, object views falling within the object's motion path are readily represented.
More importantly, these studies suggest that moving objects are represented in a different manner than static objects and that different mechanisms may underlie the representation of moving and static objects. In particular, the characteristic signature of a static object representational mechanism is the restricted generalization around "known" views. This mechanism has been suggested to be important for long-term recognition of objects as well as for discrimination of objects from similar exemplars of the same category (Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992; Logothetis, Pauls, Bülthoff, & Poggio, 1994; Logothetis, Pauls, & Poggio, 1995; Poggio & Edelman, 1990) . However, the characteristic signature of a motion-based object representational mechanism is the interpolation of information within the object's motion path and the suppression of information outside this path. We propose that this mechanism may be important for the continuous updating of information about moving objects and for discriminating between objects moving along different paths. As a result, we know "what" object moved 'where' at a specific moment in time and we are able to guide our actions successfully towards the objects in the world.
SIGNATURES OF THE REPRESENTATIONAL MECHANISMS FOR STATIC AND MOVING OBJECTS
To convey the characteristic signatures of the static and motion-based object representational mechanisms we provide in Figure 1 a summary of the results from our previous studies (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) . We show priming data (indicated by the black dots) in polar coordinates for object views differing by a defined angle-small (< 90°) and large (> 90°) rotation angles-that were presented either as static images (static condition) or linked by apparent motion (motion condition). The polar representation of these data is particularly useful in showing that the generalization gradients associated with static views differ from gradients associated with views linked by motion. Let's consider first the case of static objects depicted Figure 1a and b. The two angular views presented as primes are labelled frame 1 and frame 2. Five angular views were presented as test. The test views consisted of the two prime views and three novel views; one novel view midway between the two prime views (inter) and two novel views (extra 1 and extra 2) outside the prime views. All the novel views were spaced equally from the prime views. The grey ellipses straddling the two prime views (frame 1 and frame 2) are best-fitting ellipses of the data from Kourtzi and Shiffrar (1997) and represent a summary estimate of the static generalization observed in this data. Of importance is that the generalization curves are sufficiently broad so that when the primes are separated by less than 90° (Figure 1a ) there is significant priming for the novel view between the prime views. This effect can be expected from the two static generalization curves for the "known" prime views. Similarly, there should also be significant priming for the frames outside the "known" prime views, as shown in this same panel. Note, however, that when the prime views are more than 90°apart (Figure 1b) , the novel views between as well as outside the "known" prime views fall outside the static generalization curve. Thus, Figure Figure 1 . Theoretical summary of previous data (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) . Illustrations describing our predictions on the priming patterns based on the results of previous studies (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) . These radial plots illustrate amount of priming for each target orientation. Magnitude of priming is plotted in msec starting with 0 ms at the origin of the axes and increasing towards the periphery of the radial plots by steps of 10 ms. That is, points close to the origin of the axes illustrate lack of priming, whereas points towards the periphery of the plots illustrate stronger priming. The black dots represent the amount of priming observed for "known" and novel views when objects were presented statically or in motion at small rotations (average of priming for 30°, 60°, 90°) and large rotations (average of priming for 120°, 150°). Only significant effects are plotted, i.e., when the amount of priming was not significant for an orientation it is not plotted. The elliptical plots (grey lines) illustrate the generalization fields around "known" views, (frame 1 and frame 2) for static objects at rotation angles of (a) 60°and (b) 150°b ased on our previous data (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) and as described in previous psychophysica l studies (e.g., Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992) . The solid black curve lines illustrate the effects observed in our previous studies for moving objects, i.e., interpolation in between the "known" views and suppression outside the "known" views in the motion condition for rotation angles of (c) 60° and (d) 150°. 1a and b illustrates conditions where we expect priming effects due to static generalization ( Figure 1a ) and conditions where the static generalization fails and priming effects are not expected (Figure 1b) . These effects constitute the characteristic signature of a static object representational system that is based on a restricted generalization across "known" views.
This pattern of results for static objects provides the background for understanding the effects observed when the prime stimuli activate a motion-based object representational system. Thus, now we can consider the case where the same prime views were linked by motion. These results are presented in Figure  1c and d. Here the results are altogether different and cannot be predicted from the static generalization curves. Motion has two effects on the priming of novel object views. The first one is expressed as facilitation, such that there is priming for novel views in between the two "known" prime views (inter) more than 90°a part suggesting a motion-based interpolation even for large rotation angles ( Figure 1d ). The second one is expressed as suppression, such that there is little or no priming outside of the motion trajectory (extra 1, extra 2) even for small rotation angles. Thus, we observe two consequences of apparent motion that are not predicted from the static generalization curves. That is, we observe interpolation within the object's motion path for large rotation angles between the "known" views and suppression outside the object's motion path for small rotation angles. These effects constitute the characteristic signature of a putative motion-based representational system where views within a trajectory seem to be potentiated and views outside show suppression.
CURRENT EXPERIMENTS
The goal of our current experiments was to delineate more clearly the distinction between mechanisms for the representation of moving and static objects. To this end, in two experiments we tested whether the signature of the static object representational mechanism (i.e., restricted generalization) and that of the motion-based object representational mechanism (i.e., the interpolation and suppression effects within and outside the object's motion path, respectively) differ under a range of conditions. In particular, we tested whether moving and static objects show different priming effects (1) across image changes, namely mirror reversal, size change, polarity change (Experiment 1) and (2) over temporal delays (Experiment 2). These experiments were motivated by the hypothesis that the static object system mediates long-term object recognition processes, whereas the motion-based system continuously updates information about objects for visual guidance of our actions. This hypothesis predicts a dissociation between moving and static objects in terms of the priming effects observed: Representations of static objects are long lasting and thus primed over temporal delays, whereas representations of moving objects are updated continuously and thus primed across image changes.
General methods
Observers. Four Harvard undergraduate students participated in Experiment 1 and another four in Experiment 2. All observers had normal or corrected to normal vision and were naïve to the hypothesis under investigation.
Stimuli. In both experiments the stimuli consisted of 40 objects adapted from the asymmetrical characters of Tarr and Pinker (1990) as shown in Figure  2 . The set of prime objects consisted of 10 asymmetrical figures The stimuli were presented on a 21-inch colour monitor with a 1024 × 768 pixel resolution and 75 Hz refresh rate. The stimuli were drawn within a 4.82 × 4.82 degree of visual angle (DVA) square area on the screen.
Procedure and design.
In both experiments the same immediate priming paradigm (Sekuler & Palmer, 1992) was used as reported in previous studies (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) . Figure 3 illustrates the experimental procedure. Each trial began with a fixation point presented for 1500 ms, followed by the first prime frame shown for a variable duration to facilitate the perception of apparent motion. Then the second prime frame followed for the same duration as the first. A blank screen was then displayed for 500 ms followed by a pair of targets presented until the observer responded (with a 3 s maximum). The observers were instructed to carefully observe the prime objects and then press a key if the two subsequent targets matched each other. This "go-no go" task was used to reduce the variability often observed in priming studies that require observers to select one of two different motor responses (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993) . Observers were instructed that both reaction time and accuracy were important. Overall feedback (mean reaction time and percent correct responses) was provided at the end of each block of trials.
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Figure 2. An example of the asymmetrical objects (Tarr & Pinker, 1990 ) used as stimuli. The objects were similar configurations of line segments, with a 3.6 min line width, in different spatial arrangements.
The first prime had one of five possible orientations relative to the observer: 0°(upright), 90°, 180°, -45°, -135°. The second prime was a rotated version of the first in the frontal plane. The two primes were separated by rotation angles of 60°or 150°. These angles were chosen based on previous studies (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) showing different priming effects for small (< 90°) and large rotation angles (> 90°). The second prime was rotated clockwise from the first prime in half the trials and counterclockwise in the rest.
The duration of the two prime frames varied with the rotation angle between them such that optimal apparent motion was perceived. These durations were selected based on previous studies that used the same set of stimuli in this paradigm (Kourtzi & Shiffrar, 1997) . This yielded durations of 265 and 364 ms for the rotation angles of 60°and 150°, respectively. The interstimulus interval (ISI) between the two prime frames was 0 ms in the apparent motion condition and 450 ms in the static condition. In the apparent motion condition, the first and second prime frames were presented so that the prime object appeared to rotate smoothly about its base. In the static condition, the second prime frame was displaced 2.41 DVA to the right of the first. This spatiotemporal separation between the two prime frames eliminated the perception of apparent motion in the static condition.
The targets were simultaneously presented 0.6 DVA to the left and right of the screen centre. The target objects were presented in one of five orientations: the first orientation of the prime (frame 1), the second orientation of the prime (frame 2), the orientation half way between the two prime orientations (inter), an orientation before the first prime orientation (extra 1), or an orientation beyond the second prime orientation (extra 2). The orientation of the inter target equalled the first orientation of the prime plus half the rotation angle. The extra 1 orientation equalled the first orientation of the prime minus half of the rotation angle. The extra 2 orientation equalled the second orientation of the prime plus half of the rotation angle. Thus, the orientation of the inter, extra 1, and extra 2 targets all deviated equally from the prime orientations.
In both experiments, each condition (motion, static) was tested for each rotation angle (60°, 150°) in separate blocks of trials. There were three types of trials: (1) trials in which the targets matched each other as well as the prime, (2) trials in which the targets matched each other but differed from the prime and (3) trials in which the targets differed from each other and the prime, (one-third of the total number of trials). Block order was counterbalanced across observers. Stimulus order was randomized within each block.
Data analysis. In all the experiments only reaction times to correct responses are reported because all observers exhibited ceiling levels of performance. The results are reported on the basis of observers and collapsed over items, first prime orientation and rotation direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) because no systematic pattern of differences was observed for these variables.
Priming is reported as the reaction time difference between trials in which the prime and targets were identical and trials in which the prime and targets differed. To guide the reader, we include in all the graphs from all the experiments the polar plots of the data from our previous studies that convey the characteristic signatures of the static and motion-based object representational systems (see Figure 1 ). This way, we can compare the priming data observed in each experiment to these characteristic signatures. This illustration of the data is useful for understanding how the representations of static and moving objects differ across the range of conditions tested in the three experiments reported.
Priming data are analysed to test for the signatures of the mechanisms for representation of moving and static objects. That is, we use ANOVAs with test frame (target orientations) and rotation angle (60°, 150°) as independent variables to test for motion interpolation and suppression as well as static generalization in between and outside of the "known" views. Specifically, the motion interpolation effect is illustrated by non-significant differences in the amount of priming for the "known" views and the novel view falling within the motion path. The motion suppression effect is illustrated by significantly more priming for the "known" views than the novel views falling outside the motion path. The static generalization effect is illustrated by non-significant differences in the amount of priming for the "known" views and the novel views in between and outside the "known" views.
EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment tested the hypothesis that representations of a moving target must be updated continuously across spatial changes so that we perceive the same object moving rather than multiple images of the object with different image properties. To this end, we tested how image changes, such as mirror reversals, size, or polarity changes affect the priming patterns that define the signatures of the motion-based and static object representational mechanisms. The observers were presented with two frame prime sequences either statically or in apparent motion and were tested with "known" and novel target views that had either the same properties as the prime views, were mirror reversed, presented in a different size, or had a different polarity from the prime views. Priming across these image changes for novel views within the objects' motion path but not between static "known" views would suggest that representations of moving objects are updated across spatial changes and thus are less spatially refined than the representations of static objects.
Methods
The observers completed four experimental sessions each consisting of six 75-trial blocks (i.e., three blocks in the motion and three blocks in the static condition). In one session the targets were presented with the same properties as the primes. In each of the other three sessions the targets were presented mirror reversed from the primes, or in a different size (i.e., for half of the trials the targets were 33% larger from the primes and for the rest of the trials they were 33% smaller than the primes) or in a different polarity (i.e., the targets were white in grey background while the primes were always black in grey background). In each session for each condition and rotation angle there were 10 trials per target orientation in which the targets matched each other as well as the prime, and 10 trials in which the targets matched each other but differed from the prime. Figure 4 illustrates how the priming results observed across image changes compare to the characteristic signatures of the mechanisms for representing moving and static objects. Specifically, the results for static objects showed that the generalization mechanism fails across image changes. As shown in Figure 4 the priming data fit the elliptical plots only when there were no image changes applied to the test objects. Consistently, statistical tests on test frame (target orientations) for targets with the same image properties as the primes showed that the amount of priming for "known" views was not significantly different from the amount of priming for novel views in between the "known" views, F(1, 38) < 1. However, priming for "known" views was significantly lower than priming for novel views outside the "known" views, F(1, 38) = 13.7, were presented with the same properties as the primes in the static condition for rotation angles of (a) 60°a nd (b) 150°, and in the apparent motion condition for rotation angles of (c) 60°and (d) 150°. (II) Magnitude of priming for target orientations with image changes (i.e., mirror reversal, size change, polarity change) in the static condition for rotation angles of (a) 60°and (b) 150°, and in the apparent motion condition for rotation angles of (c) 60°and (d) 150°. In all the data figures, the radial plots illustrate the priming magnitude in msec starting with 0 ms at the origin of the axes and increasing by steps of 10 ms towards the periphery of the radial plots. The data points in solid black illustrate significant priming effects while the data points in grey indicate non-significant priming. Data points plotted off the axes are non-significan t negative priming values (i.e., reaction times were faster when the targets were different objects from the prime than the same as the prime) that fall on the extension of the axes representing orientations outside the "known" views. p < .001. Interactions between test frame (target orientations) and rotation angle (60°, 150°) for novel views in between, F(1, 38) = 2.3, p = .05, and outside, F(1, 38) = 5.1, p < .05, "known" prime views indicates generalization for small but not for large rotation angles. However, significantly less priming was observed for novel views in between the "known" views when the targets were mirror reversed, F(1, 38) = 5.5, p < .05, or presented in a different size, F(1, 38) = 12.7, p = .001, or different polarity, F(1, 38) = 4, p = .05, from the primes. Significantly less priming was also observed for novel views outside the "known" views when the targets were mirror reversed, F(1, 38) = 9.7, p < .01, or presented in a different size, F(1, 38) = 12.9, p < .001, or different polarity, F(1, 38) = 9.2, p < .01, from the primes.
Results and discussion
The results for moving objects showed an interpolation effect within the object's motion path and a suppression effect outside the motion path independent of rotation angle both when image changes were or were not applied to the targets. As shown in Figure 4 the priming data fit the curves describing the mechanism for representing moving objects. Consistently, statistical tests on test frame (target orientations) showed no significant differences in the priming between "known" views and novel views within the objects' motion path for targets with the same image properties as the primes, F(1, 38) < 1, mirror reversed targets, F(1, 38) < 1, targets that differed in size, F(1, 38) < 1, or targets that differed in polarity, F(1, 38) < 1. However, significantly less priming was observed for novel views outside the object's motion path than for "known" prime views for targets with the same image properties as the primes, F(1, 38) = 31.6, p < .001, mirror reversed targets, F(1, 38) = 12.2, p = .001, targets that differed in size, F(1, 38) = 22.8, p = .001, or in polarity, F(1, 38) = 17.1, p < .001. These results replicate the characteristic signature of a mechanism for the representation of moving objects even across image changes.
Taken together, these results suggest that only the characteristic signature for the motion-based but not for the static object representational mechanism is replicated across image changes. In particular, the static generalization mechanism facilitates representation of objects within the space of similar views but fails when image changes increase the dissimilarity between novel and "known" views. Interestingly, in the static condition and for rotation angle of 60°the amount of priming was higher for targets with the same properties as the prime than for targets mirror reversed or in different size or polarity from the prime. These results provide further evidence that image changes in the target presentation affect the static generalization mechanism. However, the motionbased mechanism appears capable of updating information across image changes that may occur as the objects move and facilitates the representation of objects across a range of different spatial configurations.
In sum, the current results suggest that the generalization gradient for moving objects and static views is very different; i.e., generalization across image changes (e.g., mirror reversal, size change, polarity change) is more extensive for moving than for static objects. Thus, these results provide further evidence that the representational mechanisms for static and moving objects are different. The static object mechanism is more spatially refined than the motionbased one. This fine spatial tuning is important for discriminating between similar objects from the same category, whereas rather broader spatial tuning may be necessary for the representation of moving objects that undergo various and continuous changes in their spatial configuration as they move.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 1 provided evidence for a motion-based object mechanism that updates spatial information as objects move over time. Are these representations of moving objects stored permanently in memory or are they registered rather temporarily and updated continuously during the processing of the objects' motion?
To address this question we tested the memory characteristics of the motionbased and static object representational mechanisms. To this end, the observers were presented with prime sequences either statically or linked by apparent motion and tested with "known" and novel views one trial after the presentation of the prime sequences. We predicted that temporal delays would affect the memory of moving but not of static objects based on the hypothesis that the motion-based object representational mechanism updates information continuously to support visual guidance of our actions, whereas the static object mechanism supports rather long-lasting representations to serve processes of object recognition.
Methods
The stimuli, and the procedures were the same as in the motion and static conditions without any image changes on the targets used in Experiment 1. The only difference was that the target views for each stimulus were tested one trial later after the presentation of the prime views. This temporal interval between a prime object and its corresponding targets depended on the duration of the primes on the current trial and the subjects' reaction time one trial back. For rotation angles of 60°the total time to the presentation of the targets (i.e., sum of the initial delay, the prime presentation and the ISI between prime and targets) was 2530 ms for moving primes and 2980 ms for static primes. For rotation angles of 150°the total time to the presentation of the targets was 2728 ms for moving primes and 3178 ms for static primes. The average reaction times of the subjects were lower than 1000 ms. Thus, the temporal interval between a prime object and its corresponding targets was in the range of 3-4 s.
Results and discussion
Figure 5 illustrates how the priming effects over temporal delays compare to the signatures of the representational mechanisms for moving and static objects. Specifically, the priming data for static objects fit the elliptical plots supporting restricted generalization effects. However, no priming was observed for moving objects either at known or novel orientations.
In the static condition statistical tests on test frame (target orientations) showed significantly stronger priming for "known" views than for novel views in between, F(1, 18) = 3.1, p < .05, or outside the "known" views, F(1, 18) = 10.5, p < .01. An interaction, F(1, 18) = 4.4, p = .05, between test frame (target orientations) and rotation angle (60°, 150°) supports a generalization effect for small but not for large rotation angles. In the motion condition, decreased priming for "known" and novel views was observed as well as no differences in the priming for "known" and novel views within or outside the objects' motion path, F(1, 18) < 1.
These results show differences in the time course of priming for moving and static objects. That is, priming for moving objects is more vulnerable to the effects of temporal delays, such that priming does not survive the presentation of an intermediate trial, whereas the priming for static objects is more robust under the same conditions. It is possible that these results are not due only to the long time interval between the prime and the targets but also to the interference, or memory load from the stimuli presented during the intermediate trial. It is important to note that the lack of priming for moving objects over temporal delays was observed not only for novel but also for "known" views. That is, a "known" object view has a more temporary representation when presented as part of a motion sequence than as a static frame. This is yet another piece of evidence that there exist distinct representational mechanisms for moving and static objects. The visual system appears capable of integrating multiple images of a moving object to one entity and of updating its representation continuously. Long-lasting representations may be important for long-term recognition of static objects, whereas rather temporary representations may be more suitable for moving objects that change continuously as they move.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current experiments provide evidence for a representational mechanism for moving objects distinct from that for static objects. In particular, static objects are represented based on a generalization mechanism across object views within a limited spatial range. However, moving objects are represented based on an interpolation process between object views within the object's motion path even for long motion trajectories, but a suppression process outside this path. These effects define characteristic signatures for two distinct representational mechanisms: a static object mechanism based on the integration of multiple static images from an object, and a motion-based object mechanism tuned to a spatiotemporal sequence of images specific to a moving object.
These findings support an alternative approach to current theories of object recognition that was originally proposed by Freyd (1987 Freyd ( , 1993 ) based on the representational momentum studies. That is, representations of objects are rather dynamic than fixed feature templates and may encode continuously updated information about objects during the analysis of their motion over time. An object's motion is not represented simply as a sequence of static frames linked by spatiotemporal associations (Lawson, Humphreys, & Watson, 1994; Stone, 1998; Wallis, 1998) . It seems that motion affects the way objects are represented by updating continuously information about objects during the analysis of their motion. Thus, dynamic representations of objects encode both space and time and may mediate the perception of events and actions (Freyd, 1993) .
Moreover, the current results demonstrate that the static and motion-based mechanisms mediate object representations that have different characteristics. Specifically, static generalization lasts over temporal delays but fails across image changes. That is, this static object mechanism supports rather permanent but spatially refined representations. However, the motion-based mechanism updates continuously information about objects moving across space and time. As a result, representations of moving objects are less spatially refined and rather temporary compared to the representations of static objects.
We propose that these distinct mechanisms for the representation of static and moving objects may mediate different cognitive processes. Specifically, the static object mechanism may mediate longer-term recognition and categorization of objects. However, the motion-based mechanism may support encoding of object properties in a "moment-to-moment" fashion (Ballard, Hayhoe, Pook, & Rao, 1997; O'Regan, 1992 ) so that we can guide our actions towards moving objects as they change in space and time (Goodale & Milner, 1992) . Interestingly, object representations mediating actions have been shown to maintain information about size and orientation of objects in a rather temporary fashion (Goodale, Jackobson, & Keillor, 1994; Goodale et al., 1991) . In particular patient DF who suffers from visual form agnosia grasps objects at different sizes and orientations successfully when the objects are present but not when the objects have been viewed 2 s before. These studies support the hypothesis that the representational system for moving objects proposed by our current studies to mediate temporary representations of objects and to update them continuously across image changes may be involved in the visual guidance and perception of actions.
It is likely that these different cognitive representational processes for static and moving objects engage separate but interacting neural mechanisms that mediate perception of objects and guidance of actions directed at these objects (Goodale & Humphrey, 1998) . That is, the static object mechanism may involve occipito-temporal regions (Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000b; Logothetis & Sheinberg, 1996; Malach et al., 1995; Tanaka, 1996) responsible for shape processing, whereas the motion-based object mechanism may involve parietal regions engaged in the updating of the coordinates of visual targets for the visual guidance of movements towards them (Colby, 1998; Duhamel, Colby, & Goldberg, 1992) . Further neurophysiologica l and human imaging studies are required to investigate the neural substrates of these distinct mechanisms for the representation of static and moving objects.
